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In contradistinction to leading industrially advanced countries (IACs – G7, EU) Ukraine almost is free of "sustainable development-growth" attributes (high innovating inherently). One of the main reasons is the longstanding unsatisfactory development of small and middle business, particularly innovating-oriented (scientific-) industrial business (IOI-SMB). It can be proved by (on the base of) the following comparative express analysis (for 2005-2007 years) (benchmarking study) of USA (a), EU (b), Ukraine (c). The number of SMB enterprises (units per 1000 person) is: a) 74; b) 35-70, average number is 45; c) 6-8. The share of SMB in GDP, %: a) and b) 50-60; c) 11-12. GDP per one person (thous.$ per one person): a) 40-44; b) 30-33;c) 1,9 -2,4. The unemployment, %: a) 4-6; b) 8-10; c) up to 20-25 (including permanent and seasonal workers abroad). The share of "middle class", %: a) and b) 50-70; c) 10. The share of innovative product in gross industry output, GDP, %: a) 78, more 50; b) 60, more 50; c) 6-7, 5-7. The share of intensive (innovative) factors in +1% GDP, %: a) and b) 60-90; c) 0,5-1. The level (%) of technological pollution per average area unit of the country (Ukraine =100): a) 15; b) 30-35. The cumulative ecological-economic loss in the economy (%GDP) is: a) and b) 3-4; c) 15-20 (one of the highest loss level in the world, maybe the highest level). The life expectancy (years) and the trend in population: a) and b) 75-85, increase; c) 66-67, decrease. In a great contradistinction to IACs, there is the lack of enough loyal sources of financing in Ukraine, which is the main deterrent of SMB (at first IOI-SMB). The matter is that bank credits, particularly investment credit, are hardly available. The preferential financial-credit support of the government (as a part of appropriate programs) and big business almost is absent during existent needs. And also Ukrainian venture big business that almost in whole finances low-risk projects in building and real estate sphere and is not venture at classical (west science) understanding doesn’t give a financial support of high-risk innovative projects. Besides the venture funds system isn’t high developed. The funds with government’s share are absent. The work of the Ukrainian state innovative company (USIC formed on the ex-state innovative fund of Ukraine) is burokrated. Workers of USIC are not interested in the efficiency of the one, that’s why the USIC work isn’t widely public, is very limited and effective, etc. That’s why, it is appropriately that Ukrainian IOI-SMB still remains just like a large unsatisfactorily involved reserve of "innovative sustainable developing-growth".
Taking into account all marked points, to activate the development of IOI-SMB (base SMB) and all Ukraine in the "sustainable" direction is widely-complex effective and that’s why expedient to enlarge the activity of "Mechanism of favourable state finance and credit support of projects and development of IOI-SMB" (farther – Mechanism) on a base of already existent government organizations of USIC and state banks (Ukreksimbank, Oschadbank). It consists of USIC (the experience of project examinations) and state bank syndicate (farther – Syndicate, for syndicating of credit risks) with Ukreksimbankom (one of the best banks of country) as leading manager (the experience of crediting). The basic task of Mechanism is more loyal and favourable crediting than free market (commercial banks  and so on). It expects using state money to finance investment-innovative projects in the IOI-SMB area, which were declared and selected (by USIC and Ukreksimbank together). Such projects have to be in keeping with "Priority directions of innovative activity in Ukraine" (and  with national, particular branch or regional development programs), which take into account the basic innovative country and regions necessities and lie inplane with the "innovative sustainable development-growth". To strengthen the commercial interest of Syndicate in more effective and more active using state money it is expedient to turn a considerable part or all percents from allotted and returned credits to the capitalization of state banks of Syndicate (to increase the credit potential of the state), and the rest  (capital amounts) will go back to the original source (the state budget). Such organization of Mechanism will level the foregoing basic defects of USIC and will improve considerably: efficiency of the state facilities selected in support "Priorities directions of innovative activity in Ukraine"; activity and efficiency of IOP-SMB development and development of "innovative sustainable growth of development" in Ukraine. Basic and fully sufficient after the power and duration source of Mechanism tasks and activity financing is: total additional charge by the proprietors of illegally private state enterprises (about 3 thousands – information given by General prosecution of Ukraine for 2005 year) to the state budget (to the fair market value) for 5-10 years term in not one milliard.$ per year. The considerable part of charge will be sent at financing widely publicly useful Mechanism activity; plus small part in the projects credits of Syndicate bank facilities (for strengthening of responsibility and use efficiency of provided budgetary funds). Taking into account "not payment" for the state budget of the indicated ("short-paid") facilities, the cost of credits for their mean can be set at privilege-favourable (for active and effective development of IOP-SMB and its projects) level. At medium- and long-term prospect the proprietors of the noted enterprises only win from the indicated application of over-paid for them facilities– due to the considerable and complex improvement of the national economy development-growth.
Conclusions: The innovative-oriented small and middle business in Ukraine is very powerful source of " sustainable development", but it is only potential source. Offered Mechanism of favourable credit support for such business is the effective mean of considerable actualization in Ukraine all just indicated.



